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This paper establishes a new class of finitely convergent cutting plane methods to solve 
intsger linear problems of the form: Maximize cTx, subject to a S Ax s b and x integer. Unlike 
standard cutting planes, the cuts given here are not derived in terms of the x varia.bles directly 
but rather from a transformation of these variables onto an n-dimensional page. It will be 
shown that this approach has computationally attractive features not found in other methods. 
The integer linear programs considered here are: 
Maximize cTx, 
subject to 
Q <Ax ~b and x integer, W.-P) 
where A is an rn x n integer matrix and other vectors are of cornforming 
dimensions and integer. 
In this paper we will develop a cutting plane algorithm to solve IILp’s. As in 
other cutting plane algorithms we first drop the integer restrictions and solve the 
resulting interval programming problem. The cuts which we will construct are 
“valid” cuts [7] since an optimal non-integer solution will be eliminated hut all 
feasible integer solutions will satisfy the cut constraint. 
However, unlike standard cutting planes, the cuts given here are not derived 
from the x variables directly but rather from a transformation of these variables 
onto an n-dimensional page. It will be shown that this approach has computation- 
ally attractive features not found in other methods. 
1. Fdimintuies and notation 
It is, easily seen that any bounded all-integer linear program 
an IILP. Let iA be an n-dimensional row vector, then 
and 
can be expres.sed as 
where m is an arbitrarily large positive number. Since agly linear constraint can be 
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expressed as an interval constraint, IILP is an important form for the general 
integer linear program. 
Many mathematical programming models are stated naturally as IILP’s without 
the above revisions. One example relates to investment problems where upper 
and lower limits on artounts invested in diferent areas are present. Another 
important application arises in menu planning where tll? integer variables repres- 
ent the number of serving:; of menu items, and upper and lower bounds on 
nutrient intake must be enforced. 
It should also be noted that we may without loss of generality assume A to be 
of full column rank. If A is not of full column rank a nonsingular unimodular 
matrix H exists such that 
AH=D= 
where D, is an YX r matrix, and r is the rank of A. The ti &nsforma tion is a 
well-known result from linear algebra (see [ 1 l] for example) and is based on the 
invariant factor theorem. By substituting Hy for x in IILP we obtain the following 
equivalent program: 
Maximize cTHy, 
subject to 
~a s Dy s b and y integer. 
It is obvious from the structure of D that if any one of the last n -- r elements of 
cTH are nonzero, the problem is unbounded. Thus only the first r elements of y 
need be considered and we may employ instead the submatrix of the first r 
columns of D which is a coefficient matrix of full column rank. 
If we drop the integer restriction from the IILP we have an interval linear 
program, referred to as an ILP. An algorithm for solving ILP’s which takes 
advantage of its special structure was first proposed by Robers and Ben-Israel [9]. 
A later variant is due to Charnes, Granot, and Phillips [5]. Both of these 
algorithms are based on the method proposed in Ben-Israel and Charnes [l] for 
solving in.,rval linear problems with A of full row rank for which an explicit 
solution is obtainable. Because the cutting plane method discussed here revolves 
about the algorithm for ILP’s, we will briefly review the algorithm for the 
continuous case. 
Since A is a full column ranlk matrix, we may partition A, interchanging rows if 
necessary, and rewrite the prolblem as: 
Maximize x0 = cTx 
subject to 
a,sFx<b, and a, < Rx s bR, (W 
where F is an n x n nonsingular matrix with inverse F-‘. 
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The linear programming algorithm considers the sub-problem: 
Maximize cTx, 
subject to 
a,~Fxab, W1) 
and makes the transformation z = Fx. The problem can then be restated in terms 
of 2: 
Maximize cTF1 z, 
subject to 
a,szcbb,. 
Trivially, the optimal solution to SP2 is 
(SW 
zi - = FO’) b if cT&‘>O 
and (1) 
zj = aFG) if cTc’CO, 
where 6’ is the jth column of F", aFti) and bFo.) are the jth elements of uF and 
bF, respectively. When cTF’ = 0 the assignment of Zj is made zccording to the 
perturbation theory of Chames [3]. Here the vector c is perturbed and in practice 
ij will be set equal t0 aFti) or bFtij depending on whether the first nonzero entry in 
FL’ is, respectively, negative or positive. 
If X = F’i is feasible for the m - II constraints given by aR s Rx S bR, then f is 
optimal for the ILP. If x is not feasible, one of the rows of R which is associated 
with a violated constraint is interchanged with one of the rows of F to form a new 
F and the resulting new subproblem is solved. Thus, a series of z’s are obtained 
until one is found which is feasible for u R < W’z G bR. The rules for choosing 
the row to leave F can be found in [9] or [5], and will be reviewed in Section 3 of 
this paper where computational aspects are discussed. It should be noted that 
although we will refer to the variaible vector z = (z,, z2, . . . , z,) it would be more 
accurate to use z(F) as z is actually dependent on the current F. 
The feasible region of SPl is the polyhedron defined by a,~ Fx =S bp The 
transfomration z = Fx maps the feasible region of SPl onto the feasible region of 
SP2. The feasible region of SP2 is given by the polyhedron to be in an 
n-dimensional “page “, wh!ich is the linear manifold with coordinate vectors r(F). 
Thus there is a different page for every different F. In 2-dimensional space we 
have a visual motivation for this definition, as the graphs of 
uF(l, G z1 s bF(lb aFt2j s 22 d b(2) 
can literally lie on the pages of a book. In general, every iteration of the ILP 
algorithm turns to another n-dimension page. 
It should be particularly noted that in our algorithms, we add new interval 
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inequalities to the original ones, and thus obtain additional “F’s” for pivoting 
beyond those initially possible. However, we consider the additional inequalities 
as assigned to the originai pages and as cutting off portions of the original 
hyperparallelopipeds. Clearly, integer solutions correspond, on every particular 
z-page, to the integer lattice points of the rectangular z-parallelopiped, 
2. A page cut 
2.1 Algebraic developnlen t 
Let x be an optimal solution to the ILP which results when the integer 
requirement is dropped from the IILP and the ILP is solved using the algorithm 
discussed in the previous section. Let F and z be associated with the last SP2 
solved; that is, x = F’i and aR GRF’Z’ sbR, where z’ is given by (1). If Z is 
integer, it is an optimal solution to the IILP. If some element of x, ‘say q, is 
noninteger, then one or more elements in the rth row of F’, ,.F’ = 
(F,,‘.F;,‘. . . ., F,‘), must be noninteger. This is true because (1) implies that i is 
imeger whenever a and b are integer, and x = F'i. The integer property of A, a 
and b will now be used to develop cutting planes on the page defined by E 
Theorem 1. Let Z, i and &’ be as previously defined and let g be noninteger. 
Define two index sets 
and 
.l: = fj 16’ noninteger, ii = bFo.) and a,(i) C bFo.)} 
.I; = (i 1 F;;-’ noninteger, ii = aFti) and aFti) < bF&. 
Then rhe constrainf 
jsJ.* j&J,- jeJ,? jCJ,_ 
s 1 ho.)- c QFO.,--1 
jeJ,’ jeJ,- 
(2) 
is uiofated by i but is satisfied by every z which cotresponds to a feasible solution kr 
the IILP. 
Pr&. Because x does not satisfy the integer requirement, any integer 
point on the page defined by F must satisfy the disjunctive constraint 
feasible 
a,,,+ 1 C zj s bF(j) for at least one i E J; (3) 
a,,, =G Zj s bFuj - 1 for at least one i E JT (4) 
in order for z to map into an integer x. This follows from the fact that A, a and b 
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are integer and varying any zr with i E .I, = Jr U .l,’ by an integral amount will 
either violate a constraint or not assist in forcing x, to an integral value. By 
summing the terms of (4) and negatives of the terms of (3) we have: 
s c bFw-- c aFurl. 
kJ,' ieJ.- 
Because (3) and (4) form a disjunctive constraint, this 
but is satisfied by every z for which F’z is integer. 
inequality is violated by 2 
Although it need never be used explicitly within the algorithm. the cut in terms 
of x is: 
c aFW- c bm== 
jeJ,+ iGJ._ 
P c i+ 
ieJ._ 
where ;F is the jth row of E It is also noted that the cut can be defined with 
respect to the objective function since it must also be integer. In this case we 
would have r = 0 and &’ would be replaced by cTql. 
We will work with constraint (2) which cuts off a portion of the parallelopiped 
on thz current page. This cut may be added to the list of constraints aR < 
W’z =z bR and since the cut is violated by z a new SP2 is formed. We now state 
a particular algorithm for using page cuts to solve an IILP. 
Cutting plane algorithm 
Step 1. Solve the ILP to obtain an optimal solution (x,, Z1, X2, . . . , i,,). 
Step 2. Let x, be the noninteger & with smallest index. If all the Xi are integer 
the optimal solution to the IILP has been obtained; otherwise add a cut to the 
ILP as described by Theorem 1. 
Step 3. Perform a single pivot of the ILP algorithm with the new cut as the 
entering row. If any ~5 with i < r has decreased in value or if the value of x, has 
decreased to less-than-or-equal-to the integer part of &, then go to Step 1; 
otherwise, go to Step 4. 
Step 4. Add another cut to the ILP as described by Theorem 1. Go to Step 3. 
We will prove the convergence of this algorithm in a manner analogous to that 
used by Bowman and hemhauser 123 to prove convergence of an algorithm based 
on the cuts of Charnes and Cooper [4, p. 700). 
Theorem 2. Let the ILP have a feasible integer sohtion. ‘I&en, the previously 
described cutting plane algorithm will converge to an optimal integer solution to the 
IILP in finite number of iterations. 
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Proof. We will work with the perturbed problem to prove convergence. The 
perturbed objective function of Pl is given by 
Xl 
x2 
Xn(&)=(C,fE,C2+E2 ,..., c3E”l 0 : = C(E)X . x, 
where E is an arbitrarily small positive value. For SPl, 
2()(E) = C(E)PZ 
The ILP algorithm sets zi = aFti) if c(&)cl CO and xi = bFc) if c(E)~’ > 0. 
The pivot performed at Step 3 of the algorithm decreases x0(e) by at least 
e’/D(F), where D(F) is the d’eterminant of E Also, because the pivot element is 
pnus c r minus one, the determinant of F does not change even though a new F is 
created. Thus, a repetition of Steps 3 and 4 (not more than D(F) times) will result 
in either the index r being reduced or the rth term of the e-polynomial being 
reduced by at least one. The order of X,-,(E) remains at m throughout and the 
feasible region is bounded. It now follows that if an optimal integer solution 
exists, it will be obtained in a finite number of iterations. 
An argument concerning the convergence of more general page cuts is given by 
observing that on each page a finite hyperparallelopiped +c z C &F is bounded 
by and contains a finite number of integer lattice points. At each stage of the 
algorithm where non-integrality results an “integrality” cut is made in the form of 
an interval inequality. We consider each such inequality to be added to the 
constraints on every page. Thus we maintain the same number of pages but 
associate increasing number of constraints with the pages as the algorithm 
proceeds. 
The additional constraints or “page integrality cuts” may be of a more general 
type so long as each cuts or eliminates a bounded volume from some page. Thus 
at most a finite number of such cuts can be added before a page constraint set is 
empty. Due to the finite number of pages, one must obtain an integral optimum 
(or demonstrate its non-existence). 
In the following section we present an algebraic development for one particular 
type of cut with the afore-mentioned properties. 
2.2. Geometric interpretation 
Fig. 1 depicts a 2-dimensional page arising from the following ILLP. 
Maximize 12x1 +4x2’, 
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2-dimensional page 
I I 
I I -- 
1 2 3 4 5 
=2 
Fig. 1. This is an illustration of a two-dimensional page. Also included are graphs of the objective 
function and two possible page cuts. 
subject to 
In this example, 
F= 
Two valid cuts may be generated. They are as follows: 
cut 1 -3&z,-z,S2, 
Cut 2 2=zz1c4. 
It is clear from the figure that the optrmal continuous solution with cut 1 
adjoined will be zl = 5, z2 = 2, x1 = 2 and x2 = 4. A&o, cut 1 will eliminate & of the 
ILP’s feasible region. 
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In n-dimensions, the we:akest possible cutting plane would pass through the 
lattice points of the page which are adjacent to the optimal continuous solution 
given by the ILP algorithm. Stronger cuts will be achieved when Jr is not of 
cardinal&y n, or a method analogous to that given by Rubin and Graves [lO] can 
be utilized to strengthen the page cuts. Regardless of the cut’s strength,, constraint 
(2j will !x violated and the ILS algorithm will require that we turn to a new basis 
on a page containing a smaller IILP feasible region. 
3. Computational aspects and some aedits 
The cuts of Eq. (2) have been implemented in an ILP code based on the 
algorithm of Charnes, Granot, and Philhps. In this section we will discuss some of 
the computational advantages which can be achieved by employing these cut3 ab 
opposed to some more standard cuts to be found in the literature. 
Some beneficial features of the page cuts (2) are apparent at first inspection: 
(i) The introduction of additional variables is not required; nor is the existence 
of currently nonbasic variables required. 
(ii) The page cuts can be constructed on unrestricted x variables. This obviates 
the necessity of splitting each variable into the difference of two nonnegativity 
constraints for each variable so split. The present method requires the introduc- 
tion of just one interval constraint for each cut. 
(iii) By using the present page cut, we may drop the requirement that the 
components of c be integral. 
(iv) The dimensions of the matrix which we are inverting at each iteration does 
not change. All of these features are in contrast to other cutting plane methods 
[2,6,7, lo] as used with the standard simplex method [4]. 
Table 1 presents computational results with a computer code implementation of 
the page cut method as described prior to Theorem 2. The number of variables in 
Table 1. Computational results are given for a compu- 
ter code implementation of the page cut method. Ail 
runs were on a CDC6600 and times are in CPU 
milliseconds. 
---- 
Problem 
number M n iter stions cuts time 
1 13 4 2 30 
2 10 4 5 2 48 
3 16 6 11 4 130 
4 30 9 29 5 245 
5 22 8 12 2 92 
6 24 9 96 19 908 
7 28 9 83 34 681 
8 24 13 97 40 1815 
--_ --- 
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the problem is given bj n and the number of constraints is given by m. The figures 
indicate the labor necessary to obtain an optimal integer solution. All ruts were 
made on a CDC6600 at The University of Texas at Austin. The FORTRAN 
computer codes ale available from the authors. 
4. Sample pmbhms 
We will now 
problem. 
illustrate the page cut method further by solving a. small sample 
Maximize x1 + x2 + x3, 
subject to 
-3S-x,+xz+2x3+ 
-3G--4x,+x3S7, 
--~Cx1+2xz-5x3~9 
and 
xi integer, i = 1,2,3. 
Dropping the integer requirement, an optimal solution is 
x’ = (l&2 4,6 $)*, c*X- = 26 3. 
Here, 
F=p .-i -9, P+ ii -3_ 
&+-l,+~, -9, _Y), r=O, 
J;t=fd, J; =(l, 2,3), k = 3. 
The cut to be adjoined is 
-5-7-!3= -2lS-zl-z,-z,S14=3+3+9-1 
or in terms of x, 
-2lSx,+2x,G14, 
and gives us an optimal point 
x = (17,2 $, 5 !$)T. 
The next subproblem is 
maximize xl + x2 + x3, 
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subject to 
-3c+x,+ Xz’i-21C3~5 
-3a -4&-I x+7 
-21 G Xz + 2JCj G 14 
< s; 
_______.._“__-___------..------- 
-9s~ x,+2x2+5x+9 
where the last row is 
the second cut. Now 
slack at the current optimum, blank line will 
F=(-i -4$. P=(-i --p ;), 
cTF-' = (1, -$, ;), r=o, JT={3), J:-=(2), k=2. 
The second cut is 
-21-7=-28<--z,+z,G16=14-(-3)-l, 
i.e. 
Solving the portion of the ;ubproblem above the dotted line gives x = (17,2,6). 
This integral solution satisfies the constraint below the dotted line, hence is an 
overall optimum. 
In [g’], Jeroslow proposes two synthetic O-l programming problems whose 
inconsistency and optimal solution, respectively, are for practical purposes unob- 
tainable by branch-and-bound methods of integer programming. The present 
algorithm calculates the correct optimum for Jeroslow’s second problem after two 
iterations, regardless of n, and determines the inconsistency of the first problem 
after the introduction of the first cut, also regardless of n. 
Jeroslow’s first problem is: 
Maximize x1, 
subject to 
2x1-t2x,+. . ~+2r, =n, 
x,=0 or 1; n odd. (Jl) 
The page cut algorithm declares the inconsistency of this problem at the first 
cut, and will do so regardless of n, for the following reason. Represent the 
problem as: 
Maximize x0 = x1, 
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subject to 
OG~Sl, j=l,2 ,..., n 
rlG2x1+* l *+2x,=92 
The first n rows form a basis. 
The optimal solution provided by the present procedure is: 
i 
1 i+i, 
- _* 1 
Xi- f i =&l+l), 
0 i>$l. 
ROW i(n + 1) is nonbinding. Replace thi.s row by n <2x, + l l . + Z!X,, s n. Hete, 
r = 3(n + I), &+1),2 = 4, indicating a cut on zin+l)/2. However, 
That is, no k exists such that zk may be incremented. The algorithm thus indicates 
the inconsistency of problem (Jl). 
Jeroslow’s second problem: 
Maximize -x,,+~ 
subject to 
2x,+2x,+* “+2X,+&+,=n, 
Xi=0 or 1, i=l,2 ,..., n+l, n odd. (52) 
This problem is always consistent, but Jerosiow shows that a branch-and-bound 
tree for this problem will grow to at least 2”‘2 nodes exploring those (infeasible) 
solutions in which x,,+~ =0. 
The page cut procedure will solve (52) in two iterations, with the introduction of 
only one cut, regardless of n. 
The fhst iteration may be written. 
Maximize x0 = -x,,,~, 
subject to 
OS%Cl, j=l,2 ,..., n+l, 
n&2x+* l l +2r,+&+,dn. 
As before, the first n + 1 rows provide an initial basis, and the optima1 contkluous 
solution is xT = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 3, 0, 0, . . . , 01, where d is the value of x(,+~),~, 
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In wrireng the second iteration, we leave a blank space in the (n +-2)th row 
which will receive the cutting constraint. Let r = $(n + 1). The problem may be 
exhibited as 
Maximize -.q, , , 
subjtct to 
OGr;Sl, i=l,..., r-l, 
II <22x+. .*+2x,+q+,<n, 
OSx+l, i=r+l,....n+l, 
-_----__________________________.__ 
-__---___-__~________~___ 
OSx$l. 
The basis will be the rows above the dotted line. the basis inverse is then 
1 
-1 
and cTF’ = (0, 0, . . . ,(I, -1). Since x: is not integer, the rth row of F’ is to be 
inspected. Note that K,’ = & i.e. is not integer, but a, = br = n. Thus z, is not a 
candidate for the cut. I-Iowever J- = {n + l}, so we may cut on z,,,~: i.c. 
-~“+l~--Zn+l==-%+l-L 
-lS---r,+,S--1. 
in the x variables, the cut is 
-1s -&+y G--l. 
ensuring that x,,+] = 1 in the next solution. However, the next solution will not 
necessa.rily satisfy the residual constraint 0 G x, G 1 in iteration II above. Indeed, 
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the optimal solution to iteration II is: 
z*= 
1 
/\ 
1 
. 
. 
. 
1 
n 
1 
. 
\ 
. 
. 
I / 
, Jp= 
1 
/’ l 1 
. 
. 
. 
.l 
$(1-n) 
9,” 
. 
. 
\/ 
. 
1 
, xf=&(l-n) 
which is integral btt not feasible. 
We now have ain integral x* with one residual constraint, 0~ X, s 1, violated. 
The interval programming algorithm indicates a change of basis for iteration III, 
with row n + 1 leaving and the violated row entering the problem. 
Maximize -x,,+, (52, ite ation III) 
subject to 
OG*Sl, i=l,...,r-1 
H22X*f’ s .-C2rc,+~+IGn, 
OSx+l, i-r+l,...,n 
-lG-&+,S--1, 
OSx+ll, 
--________-_________ 
OS&+,Sl. 
The ILP algorithm solves the rz +2-row s&problem above the dotted line: 
* 0, 
I 
i= 1,. ..,r, 
Xi = 
1, i=r+l,..., n-4-1. 
x* clearly satisfies the residual a*onstrain~; 0 S x,,+l S 1, hence is optimal for (52). 
Computational experience with other possible cuts and iterational variants are 
being developed and will be presented in forthcoming papers. 
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